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ABSTRACT The development of technologies for the additive manufacturing, in particular of metallic
materials, is offering the possibility of producing parts with complex geometries. This opens up to the
possibility of using topological optimization methods for the design of electromagnetic devices. Hence,
a wide variety of approaches, originally developed for solid mechanics, have recently become attractive also
in the field of electromagnetics. The general distinction between gradient-based and gradient-free methods
drives the structure of the paper, with the latter becoming particularly attractive in the last years due to the
concepts of artificial neural networks. The aim of this paper is twofold. On one hand, the paper aims at
summarizing and describing the state-of-art on topology optimization techniques while on the other it aims
at showing how the latter methodologies developed in non-electromagnetic framework (e.g., solid mechanics
field) can be applied for the optimization of electromagnetic devices. Discussions and comparisons are both
supported by theoretical aspects and numerical results.
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INDEX TERMS Topology optimization, electromagnetic modelling, additive manufacturing, electromag-
netic design, neural networks.

I. INTRODUCTION14

Originally developed for solid mechanics engineering prob-15

lems [1], numerical Topology Optimization (TO) has recently16

become attractive also in designing electromagnetic devices17

[2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. When performing18

topology optimization, usually the resulting structures have19

complex and irregular geometries that are difficult to manu-20

facture using conventional machining techniques. Nowadays,21

however, these limits can be overcome thanks to develop-22

ments in additive manufacturing and 3D printing technolo-23

gies [12], [13], [14].24

Differently from parameterized shape optimization prob-25

lems which act only on the design domain boundaries,26

topology optimization deals with the modification of the27

material distribution in the domain, i.e., material can be28

removed or added. This capability is of considerable inter-29

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Debdeep Sarkar .

est in applications where there is no prior knowledge 30

on the optimal arrangement or shape of the material in 31

the device. 32

General optimization problems can be tackled follow- 33

ing two main approaches [15]: gradient-based and gradient- 34

free techniques, each one characterized by pros and cons. 35

Gradient-based methodologies typically exhibit a faster 36

convergence speed, but suffer for local optima trapping. 37

Gradient-free methods on the other hand are more flexi- 38

ble since they do not require the knowledge of the objec- 39

tive function derivatives with respect to the design variables 40

(sensitivities), usually not easy to compute, sand generally 41

require a higher computational effort, especially in the case of 42

stochastic algorithm. Alternative to these methods, determin- 43

istic gradient-free ones, such as the simplex gradient method 44

or the simplex-base simplicial Nelder-Mead method, can be 45

adopted [16]. 46

Denoting with ρ(x) the material distribution at any point 47

of the design domain D ⊂ Rd , the TO problem can 48
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be written as49

find F∗ = min
ρ
F(u(ρ), ρ)50

under given constraints, (1)51

where F is the objective function and problem constraints52

may be of the equality and/or inequality type. Since the53

objective function depends on the solution u(ρ) of an elec-54

tromagnetic problem, (1) is a Partial Differential Equation55

(PDE)-constrained optimization problem (i.e., an optimiza-56

tion problemwhere at least one of the constraints is expressed57

as a partial differential equation) where the governing PDE58

can be written as59

L(u(ρ), ρ) = 0. (2)60

As in solid mechanics topology optimization, also in elec-61

tromagnetic problems an additional volume inequality con-62

straint can be added to the problem (1), i.e.,63

G(ρ) =
∫
D
ρ(x)dx− Vtrg ≤ 0, (3)64

where Vtrg is the desired maximal volume of the device.65

The basic ingredient for the solution of problem (1) is66

the numerical solution of the PDE governing the underlying67

physics of the objective function. This, if volume discretiza-68

tion methods are used, requires the discretization (i.e., the69

meshing) of the computational domain D ⊂ Rd with Ne70

elements, usually triangles or quadrilateral for d = 2 and71

tetrahedra or hexahedra for d = 3. Amaterial property is then72

assigned to each mesh element. Then, using the discretiza-73

tion, the PDE is represented as a system of equations by74

exploiting classical Finite Element Methods (FEM), Integral75

Equation Methods (IEM), or other approaches [17], [18],76

[19], [20].77

For topology optimization problems, the design variable78

related to the ith mesh element ρi ∈ S, with i = 1, . . . ,Ne,79

defines the elemental material property g with the map80

S → R (4)81

ρ 7→ g(ρ). (5)82

A first distinction between TO approaches, concerns in the83

space S where the design variable ρi is defined, that can be84

continuous or binary, i.e., [21]85

if

{
0 ≤ ρi ≤ 1 → continuous TO
ρi = {0, 1} → binary TO,

(6)86

where the discrete problem, also termedON/OFFmethod [22],87

is the most common approach for topology optimization.88

When the design variable lies in the continuous space, the89

intermediate values (0,1) are ‘‘gray scales’’, which have no90

clear material specification. A further distinction between91

sub-classes of TO approaches follows from the definition of92

the so called hard-kill methods. In these methods a finite93

amount of material is gradually removed or added, based94

on heuristic criteria, which may or may not be related to95

sensitivity information [23].96

The solution of the functional minimization depends on the 97

underlying technique, i.e., if a gradient-based or gradient-free 98

approach is adopted. 99

When facing engineering problems, the optimal design of 100

components often requires conflicting demands to be satis- 101

fied for their best functionality [24], [25], [26]. This reflects 102

into the need of solving multi-objective optimization prob- 103

lems, where the scalar objective functions Fi are formally 104

collected in vector form and the optimal solutions lie on the 105

so-called Pareto front. 106

When only two conflicting objectives are considered it 107

may be convenient to rewrite the vectorial multi-objective 108

optimization problem into a scalar one through the convex 109

combination 110

F = α1F1 + α2F2, (7) 111

where αi ∈ R are weights in [0,1]. These weights can be 112

retrieved using the Adaptive Weighted Sum (AWS) scheme, 113

which for some problems complies also with non-convex 114

Pareto fronts [27]. Since the AWS scheme at each iteration 115

treats only scalar optimization problems, this vectorial-scalar 116

transformation may be conveniently applied when using 117

‘‘black-box’’ numerical optimization tools for which only a 118

scalar objective is required as input. For example the opti- 119

mization toolbox of MATLAB R© can be used for the single 120

objective optimization and the results combined following 121

AWS scheme. 122

The aim of this work is to address in detail the charac- 123

teristics of the different TO methods presented so far and to 124

provide practical application examples. Moreover, it is shown 125

how numerical tools initially developed for e.g., mechanical 126

applications, can be also applied to electromagnetic prob- 127

lems. In this respect, section II highlights the main peculiari- 128

ties of TO approaches developed in the solid mechanics field, 129

and the ones that can be efficiently used for the electromag- 130

netics problems. 131

In particular the gradient-based method described in the 132

following are: homogenization method III-C1, density-based 133

method III-C2, level-set method III-C3, phase-field III-C4 134

method, Bi-directional Evolutionary Structural Topology 135

Optimization (BESO)method III-C5, TopologyOptimization 136

of Binary Structures (TOBS)method III-C6 and the Two-Step 137

method III-C7, which is a bridge between gradient-based and 138

gradient-free approaches. The methods considered in the lat- 139

ter class are: boolean methods IV-A1, binary methods IV-A2, 140

Normalized Gaussian Network Methods (NGnet) IV-A3, 141

deterministic methods IV-B, deep learning methods IV-C and 142

the Proportional Topology Optimization (PTO)method IV-D. 143

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: 144

section III describes the gradient-based methods requiring 145

the computation of objective function sensitivities. To this 146

aim, a brief introduction of the so-called adjoint variable 147

approach is given in section III-A. Next, methods that do 148

not require the evaluation of the gradient of the objec- 149

tive function, thus avoiding the knowledge of classical sen- 150

sitivities, are described in section IV. Section V briefly 151
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TABLE 1. List of gradient-based approaches discussed.

summarizes other methods proposed for the TO of electro-152

magnetic devices, which are not described in detail in this153

work. Section VI demonstrates the feasibility of the pro-154

posed methods for solving the topology optimization of two155

electromagnetic devices. In the first test-case a comparison156

between selected approaches belonging to the two classes157

is performed. In section VII, a critical discussion of the158

presented methods is given, then section VIII summarized the159

conclusions of the work.160

II. PECULIARITIES OF TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZATION FOR161

ELECTROMAGNETICS162

The topology optimization, although it was mainly devel-163

oped in the structural mechanics framework, can be con-164

ceived in a transversal way based on physical problems of165

different nature, for example fluid dynamics [49], heat trans-166

fer [50], photonics design [51] and so on. The investiga-167

tion of TO for electromagnetics (EM) is discussed in this168

paper. The wide spectrum of TO applications may lead to169

the erroneous conclusion that any method can be used ‘‘as170

is’’ independently of the underlying physics. In fact each171

physical problem has specific requirements to be satisfied.172

For instance, when dealing with solid mechanics, the opti-173

mized topology has to comply with connectivity properties.174

In this class of problems, for which the compliance is the175

objective function of the TO, the structural robustness from176

themechanical point of view is guaranteed by the TO problem177

itself. In designing electromagnetic devices the concept of178

structural connection, is sometimes misleading because the179

connectivity between the different parts may or may not be180

wanted. Mostly of the TO algorithms developed in the solid181

mechanics are not general purpose and sometimes intrusive182

modifications are required to use them for electromagnetic183

problems. Generally, the gradient-based methods such as the184

SIMP described in section III-C2 can be used as general185

purpose, conversely, the level-set of section III-C3 requiring186

the topological derivative information, is more challenging.187

The PTO algorithm, developed for structural mechanics prob- 188

lems and briefly described in section IV-D, uses deeply the 189

assumption that the objective function is an energy density 190

and cannot be considered as general purpose because if the 191

electromagnetic problem does not uses the energy density 192

(e.g., of magnetic nature) as objective function, the algorithm 193

cannot be applied ‘‘as is’’. 194

From the computational point of view, as briefly stated in 195

the introductory section, the numerical solution of the PDE 196

governing the physical problem is a key part in the opti- 197

mization process. In fact, the objective function evaluation 198

requires the solution of the discretized system many times 199

during the optimization algorithm. The FEM is extensively 200

used in solvingmechanical and structural problems. Themain 201

advantage of this approach is the sparsity pattern of the arising 202

systemmatrices, which reduces the memory requirements for 203

their storage. In most cases, this approach is used even for 204

the numerical solution of the PDE governing the electromag- 205

netic problem. When modelling antenna propagation or eddy 206

currents the need of discretizing the non-conductive parts, 207

for example the air domains, can be circumvented by using 208

e.g., IEM. These methods require only the discretization 209

of the non-electromagnetic neutral domains, but the arising 210

system matrices are fully populated (dense), thus increasing 211

the computational burden for their storage up to O(N 2), 212

where N is the number of unknowns, and to O(N 3) for the 213

system solution (although some sophisticated technique is 214

used [52]). In principle the TO method can be based both 215

on FEM and IEM approaches for the solution of the EM 216

problem. However, the development of the code in the two 217

cases is different and also the general performance. As an 218

example consider a TO problem which changes the material 219

from air to magnetic or the other way round. By using FEM 220

the number of degrees of freedom of the whole discretized 221

domain (air + magnetic) remains unchanged, conversely, 222

by using e.g., an IEM when subtracting or adding magnetic 223

material, the number of unknowns is respectively reduced or 224
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augmented, this because the IEM deals only with the non-air225

domain.226

When dealing with electromagnetics, several sub-classes227

of problems can be defined: electrostatic, magnetostatic,228

electro- and magneto-quasistatic, full-wave with and with-229

out propagation. The solution of the electromagnetic field230

for each sub-class can be tackled by different techniques231

requiring different computational effort. In particular, the232

full wave propagation problem, thus the objective function233

derived from it, is highly demanding from the computational234

point of view. Since the TO algorithm requires the objective235

function to be evaluated many times, it is clear that the236

reduction of the number of evaluations is mandatory to reduce237

the computational burden.238

The aim of this paper is to introduce the TOmethods suited239

in electromagnetics. As described in what follows, some240

of them, directly derived from the solid mechanics world,241

are used without substantial modifications. As an example242

the novel TOBS algorithm described in section III-C6, and243

recently applied to solid mechanics and fluid dynamics prob-244

lems, seems to be useful also in the electromagnetics field.245

The issue of structural connectivity will be addressed in the246

context of the so called stochastic methods IV-A.247

III. GRADIENT-BASED METHODS248

In this section, the gradient-based approaches for TO listed in249

Table 1, all using the information provided by the derivative250

of objective function with respect to the design variables, are251

described.252

A. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES253

When solving PDE-constrained topology optimization using254

a gradient-based method, evaluation of the sensitivity of the255

objective function w.r.t. the design variables is required [30],256

[53], [54]257

Sensitivity :=
dF
dρ
. (8)258

The so-called Adjoint Variable Method (AVM) briefly259

described in this section, is usually applied for sensitivity260

calculations [55], [56]. In principle, the AVM approach can261

be applied to the continuous PDE problem, but here we focus262

our attention to its discretized version.263

Using the chain rule, the total derivative of the objective264

function F(u(ρ), ρ) is expressed as265

dF
dρi
=
∂F
∂ρi
+
∂F
∂uj

duj
dρi

, (9)266

while for the kth residual equation of the discretized sys-267

tem (2) we have268

0 ≡
dLk
dρi
=
∂Lk
∂ρi
+
∂Lk
∂uj

duj
dρi

. (10)269

Multiplying the previous equation by λk and adding the result 270

to (9) we obtain 271

dF
dρi
=

[
∂F
∂ρi
+ λk

dLk
dρi

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

term 1

+

[
∂F
∂uj
+ λk

∂Lk
∂uj

]
duj
dρi︸ ︷︷ ︸

term 2

. (11) 272

Computing the second term of (11) is a complex task since 273

the derivative of the solution array with respect to the design 274

variables is required. However, if the coefficients λk are 275

chosen in such a way that 276

∂F
∂uj
+ λk

∂Lk
∂uj
= 0, (12) 277

the second term of (11) vanishes. Thus, the evaluation of the 278

objective sensitivities is a two step process, first requiring the 279

solution of the the so-called adjoint problem defined by (12), 280

from which the adjoint field λ is obtained. Then, the latter is 281

used for the evaluation of the first term of (11), which is equal 282

to the objective sensitivities dF/dρi. 283

As an example, considering for simplicity a system whose 284

coefficients depend only on the design parameters ρ, the 285

discretized PDE can be written as 286

A(ρ)u = b, (13) 287

thus, the partial derivatives of the residual appearing in (11) 288

are expressed as 289

∂Lk
∂uj
= Akj ,

∂Lk
∂ρi
=
∂Akl

∂ρi
ul . (14) 290

The arising adjoint system (12) is written as 291

A>λ = −
∂F
∂u
, (15) 292

and, once the solution array λ is obtained, the sensitivity of 293

the objective function is given by 294

dF
dρi
=
∂F
∂ρi
+ λT

∂A
∂ρ

u. (16) 295

The adjoint variable method can be extended to non- 296

linear [55], [57] and time-domain problems such as transient 297

eddy current ones [58]. 298

B. INTERPOLATION, FILTERING, AND PROJECTION 299

SCHEMES 300

In this section, the interpolation functions mapping the design 301

variables ρ to the elemental material property (5) are defined. 302

To mitigate the oscillatory behaviour of material properties, 303

thus improving the numerical stability, filtering techniques 304

are described together with the projection schemes used to 305

reduce the ‘‘gray scales’’. 306

1) INTERPOLATION SCHEMES 307

The Material Interpolation Schemes (MIS) assigning the 308

material property to each element are described in this 309

section. Starting from a discretization of the computational 310

domain �, the continuous variable ρ, 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 is assigned 311
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to each mesh cell. Analyzing the two-material case, elements312

with ρ = 1 are filled with material property 1 (pmat1), while313

material property 2 (pmat2) is assigned to cells for which314

ρ = 0. When ρ is between 0 and 1, the cell is partially filled315

bymaterial and is said to be in the ‘‘grey scale’’. This situation316

should be avoided since in themajority of the applications it is317

not possible to partially fill a cell (i.e., a portion of space) with318

the desired material (unless the density of the material can be319

also controlled, however this is not the case in the majority of320

applications).321

Denoting with g(x) the material property at the point322

x ∈ �, e.g., the relative permeability µr (x) for magnetic323

problems, the classical MIS interpolates g from the contin-324

uous density ρ(x), using a power-law [59]325

g(ρ) = pmat1 + (pmat2 − pmat1)ρα, (17)326

with the property g(0) = pmat1 and g(1) = pmat2. In (17), α >327

1 is a penalization parameter. Due to the continuous nature of328

ρ, ‘‘gray’’ scales regions (i.e., with ρ ∈ (0, 1)) are gener-329

ated during the optimization procedure. These ‘‘gray scales’’330

regions correspond to unmanufacturable layouts since, as pre-331

viously discussed, in the physical realization of the device it332

is necessary to decide whether or not to insert the material in333

the grey regions.334

Increasing α helps the optimization process to avoid the335

generation of these ‘‘gray scale’’ regions assigning the mate-336

rial property 1 over a wide range of ρ and the material337

property 2 only when ρ is near to one. However, for too high338

values of α convergence problems may arise [59]. Moreover,339

the classical MIS approach shows an asymmetry trend which340

favours values of the material property associated with low341

ρ. This issue may be solved using different interpolation342

schemes, like the uniform sequence proposed in [59] for343

which344

g(ρ) = pmat1 +
pmat2 − pmat1

α

α∑
i=1

ρi. (18)345

In solid mechanics TO, the Rational Approximation of Mate-346

rial Properties (RAMP) proposed in [60] is usually adopted.347

Given the parameter q ≥ 0, the RAMP interpolation is348

expressed as349

g(ρ) = pmat1 +
ρ

1+ q(1− ρ)
(pmat2 − pmat1) . (19)350

In [61], a different interpolation method is proposed by D.351

Lukàš through the scheme352

g(ρ) = pmat1 +353

(pmat2 − pmat1)
2

(
1+

arctan(p(2ρ − 1))
arctan(p)

)
, (20)354

where the ‘‘gray scales’’ depend only on the parameter p,355

which cannot be too large, in order to avoid convergence356

problems [33]. Lastly, the so-called reluctivity basedmapping357

proposed for electromagnetic TO is defined [62]358

g(ρ) =
[

1
pmat1

+

(
1

pmat2
−

1
pmat1

)
ρ

]−1
. (21)359

FIGURE 1. Material density interpolation schemes for pmat1 = 10−3,
pmat2 = 1 and α = q = 10: classical polynomial MIS (17), uniform
sequence (18), RAMP (19), the Lukàš variant with p = 5 (20) and the
reluctivity approach (21). In Lukàš approach the transition threshold
between two material properties is ρ = 0.5 in the limit of high p.

FIGURE 2. Material distribution during optimization problem produced by
different values of penalization parameter in classical MIS: α = 3 (a),
α = 5 (b) and α = 7 (c). The simple underlying topology optimization
problem aim at maximizing the magnetic energy adding iron
(pmat2 = 2000) in the air (pmat1 = 1) design domain surrounding the
square axialsymmetric coil. As can be seen, increasing α, the relative
permeability spread over the interval [1,2000] is reduced.

A graphical comparison of the aforementioned interpo- 360

lation schemes is reported in Fig. 1, while an illustrative 361

example showing the spread of material property g when 362

different values of the penalization parameter α of classical 363

MIS are used is reported in Fig. 2. 364

The advantage of using a continuous design variable 365

instead of a discrete binary one, lies in the possibility of 366

computing derivatives for sensitivity analysis [30]. Although 367

it would be better if the optimization problemwas binary (i.e., 368

ρ ∈ {0, 1}), it is in any case convenient to work continuously 369

with the drawback of having to manage the gray scale issue. 370

2) FILTERING TECHNIQUE 371

Using ρ directly as input of the MIS, may produce an oscilla- 372

tory behaviour of the material distribution over the finite ele- 373

ment discretization [63], therefore a spatial filtering function 374

has to be adopted. The density filter for each mesh element i 375

can be written as [64] 376

ρ̃i =

∑
j∈Ni,j ρjw(xj)∑
j∈Ni,j w(xj)

, (22) 377
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FIGURE 3. Comparison of material density with Helmholtz filter (a) and
without filtering (b), for the topology optimization of a magnetic actuator.
The color bar refers to the value of µr which can vary within [1,1000] in
the design domain, whose boundary is highlighted in red.

where Ni,j is the set of neighbourhoods of the ith cell within378

the filter radius R andw(xj) is a weight function between cells379

i, j:380

w(xj) = R− ||xi − xj||. (23)381

Particular care must be paid when selecting the filter radius382

R as high values may lead to sub-optimal designs.383

Alternatively to the density filter given in (22), the384

so-called Helmholtz filter can be adopted [65], [66]385

−R2h1ρ̃ + ρ̃ = ρ, (24)386

where Rh is again a filtering parameter playing a similar role387

to R and, in finite element settings, usually retrieved from the388

maximum element size of the mesh. Usually, Rh and R are389

related with Rh = R/2
√
3 [64].390

The effect of filtering on thematerial density ρ is illustrated391

for the case of the Helmholtz filter (24) in Fig. 3.392

3) PROJECTION SCHEMES393

From the filtered design variables ρ̃, the projected variables394

ρ̂ are obtained using a smoothed Heaviside function, having395

the form [67]396

ρ̂ = Hc(ρ̃) =


1 b < ρ̃

c −b ≤ ρ̃ ≤ b
0 ρ̃ < −b

(25)397

where the constant c is398

c =
1
2
+

15
16

(
ρ̃

b

)
−

5
8

(
ρ̃

b

)3

+
3
16

(
ρ̃

b

)5

. (26)399

Parameter b, with 0 ≤ b ≤ 1, in (25) and (26) refers to400

the transition width. For decreasing values of b, the material401

density converges to binary {0, 1} representation [68].402

A different Heaviside projection [64] reads403

ρ̂ = Hη(ρ̃) =
tanh (βη)+ tanh (β(ρ̃ − η))
tanh (βη)+ tanh (β(1− η))

, (27)404

where β controls the sharpness of the projection and η is405

a threshold level. The shape of the projection function for406

different β parameters is shown in Fig. 4.407

Summarizing, the design variables ρ in the continuous408

setting, before being used as input of MIS are firstly fil-409

tered and projected. Usually, this simple approach lacks on410

local convergence, thus a modified robust approach based on411

FIGURE 4. Shape of projection function (27) with η = 0.5 for
β = 3,5,8,10.

dilated, intermediate, and eroded designs with ηd ≤ ηi ≤ ηe 412

in (27) can be adopted as shown in [64]. 413

C. METHODS 414

In this section, the gradient-based methods listed in 415

Table 1 are described. At the beginning, the homogeniza- 416

tion method III-C1, as the first TO approach, is depicted. 417

Next, the extensively used density III-C2 and level-set III-C3 418

methods, together with the phase-field III-C4 method are 419

analyzed. The Bi-directional Evolutionary Structural Topol- 420

ogy Optimization (BESO) with sensitivity information and 421

the novel Topology Optimization of Binary Structures 422

Approach (TOBS) are briefly described in section III-C5 423

and section III-C6, where the latter, to the author’s knowl- 424

edge, has not yet been applied for electromagnetic TO. 425

Finally, a method which uses the sensitivity information 426

to improve the performance of a gradient-free technique is 427

described. 428

1) HOMOGENIZATION METHOD 429

Firstly introduced by Bendsøe and Kikuchi in 1988 [1], the 430

homogenizationmethod, was applied to a variety of structural 431

topology optimization problems [69] and, with less impact, 432

to the design of electromagnetic devices [28], [29], [70], [71]. 433

In the homogenization method, each finite element consti- 434

tuting the discretized design domain D, is composed of an 435

infinite number of microstructures usually formed by rectan- 436

gular cells with rectangular holes [2]. The size of each hole 437

and its rotation angle are the design variables of the opti- 438

mization. In homogenization logic, a cell becomes ‘‘solid’’ 439

if the the hole vanishes, conversely is ‘‘void’’ if the hole 440

has the same dimension of the cell. Thus, the material is 441

changed only in the microscale cell, and not in the whole 442

mesh element. In the optimization process, the material is 443

transferred between different parts of the design domain 444

giving, at the end, the optimal material distribution. This 445

approach currently seems to be abandoned in favor of the 446

others described below. 447
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FIGURE 5. Possible flowchart of TO using density method. The exit
criterion groups convergence of objective function and fulfillment of
additional constrains, for example volume ones.

2) DENSITY METHOD448

The density method originally developed for solid mechanics449

topology optimization [72], recently, due to its simplicity,450

has gained great interest also for electromagnetic topology451

optimization even for multi-material problems [30], [31],452

[32], [33], [34].453

In a discretized domain, the density method aim at min-454

imizing the objective function by identifying the type of455

material to be assigned to each element.456

The density methods are based on the interpolation, filter-457

ing and projection schemes described in section III-B. Orig-458

inally, the density method was developed using the simple459

power-law (17) as material penalization. This choice leads460

to the so-called Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization461

(SIMP) approach [73]. As already depicted in section III-B,462

the choice of an appropriate MIS penalizing the material463

property is a critical aspect from the numerical point of464

view. In the context of density methods, a wrong selection of465

material penalization function may drive to numerical issues,466

such as singularities in the systemmatrices, due to bad scaling467

of the coefficients.468

The densitymethod can be realized alsowithin commercial469

tools and a schematic flowchart of the operations is shown in470

Fig. 5.471

3) LEVEL-SET METHOD472

The Level-Set Method (LSM) is a standard boundary-based473

method for topology optimization. The level-set approach474

was applied for the topology optimization of different475

FIGURE 6. Illustration of design domain D ⊂ R2, material domain � and
level-set function φ(x) for the compliance minimization of the classical
cantilever test case.

electromagnetic devices [35], [36], [37], [38], also in cases 476

when multiple materials were involved [39], [40]. In this 477

latter case the method is called Multiple Level-Set Method 478

(MLSM). Referring to the illustrative example of Fig. 6, 479

D ⊂ Rd is the design domain and � the material region, 480

whose boundary ∂� is identified by 0. The level-set function 481

φ(x) : Rd
→ R, defines the boundary 0 as [74] 482

φ(x)


> 0 ∀x ∈ �\0
= 0 ∀x ∈ 0
< 0 ∀x ∈ D\0.

(28) 483

Performing topology optimization with LSM, means track- 484

ing the evolution of the level-set function φ(x) solving the 485

Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equation for a fictitious 486

time t [75] 487

∂φ

∂t
+ v · ∇φ = 0, (29) 488

where v is the velocity field 489

v = VN
∇φ

||∇φ||
, (30) 490

with VN the scalar velocity normal to the interface 0, derived 491

from the design sensitivities [35], [36]. The optimization 492

proceeds until convergence, when the velocity VN becomes 493

zero, stopping the propagation of the level-set function. 494

When the level-set function is a signed distance function, 495

the level-set function at iteration k+1, or equivalently at time 496

instant t +1t , is 497

φ(t +1t) = φ(t)−1tVN , (31) 498

where 1t is the fictitous time step size chosen in such a 499

way that the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition is 500

fulfilled [76]. Following [77], the time step at each iteration 501

k , can be expressed as 502

1t (k) = ζ (k)lmin/V (k)
max , (32) 503
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where lmin is the minimum edge length of mesh elements,504

V (k)
max is the maximum absolute value of advection velocity505

at kth iteration and506

ζ (k) =

{
ζ (k−1) (F(φ(k−1)) ≤ F(φ(k−2)))
τζ (k−1) (F(φ(k−1)) > F(φ(k−2)))

(33)507

for k > 2, with τ < 1 a regularization parameter.508

Equation (29) is usually solved by means of stabilization509

techniques which involve the inclusion of reaction and diffu-510

sion terms.511

Following [74], [78], a simple diffusion term can be used512

and controlled by the parameter σ , with the aim of adjusting513

the amount of numerical diffusion to be added. Equation (29)514

is then reformulated as515 {
φ(t +1t) = φ(t)−1t(βF̄ ′ − σ∇2φ) in D
φ = 0 on ∂D,

(34)516

where F̄ ′ is the derivative of the augmented objective function517

which incorporate possible volume constraints, and β is the518

normalization parameter519

β =

∫
D d�∫

D |F
′|d�

. (35)520

Alternatively, as shown in [79], [80], and [81], an approach521

involving Radial Basis Functions (RBF) may be applied for522

the time evolution of the level-set function.523

One major criticality of the level-set method, relies in524

the difficulty of adding new holes in the design domain or,525

in other words, change the material property of the elements.526

To overcome this issue, the initial design domain should be527

seeded with holes or a mechanism for hole nucleation during528

the optimization process would need to be adopted [82].529

Potentially, this issue can be circumvented by coupling the530

level-set method with the concept of topological deriva-531

tive [83], [84].532

Considering a design-domain dependent objective function533

F(D), its topological derivative dTF represent the sensitivity534

with respect to the insertion of an infinitesimal holeωε around535

point x0 ∈ D [85]:536

F(D\ω̄ε)− F(D) = f (ε)dTF(x0)+O(f (ε)), (36)537

where f (ε) → 0 for ε → 0. Topology variations are538

allowed in regions where the values of dTF(x) are small. The539

derivation of topological derivatives for linear and nonlinear540

magnetostatic problems can be found in [83] and [86].541

Following [87], in a discretized setting, if ϕmax and ϕmin542

are maximum and minimum values of the nodal sensitivity543

field, introducing the parameter ηi as544

ηi =
ϕi − ϕmax

ϕmax − ϕmin
, (37)545

hole seeding can proceed by following these steps [88]:546

1) Compute the sensitivity field for each mesh element;547

2) Define a maximum value for the field and truncate it to548

all void elements;549

3) Map sensitivity values to mesh nodes; 550

4) Compute nodal array η with (37) and allow 551

hole-nucleation at a number of selected nodes for which 552

ηi < ηselected ; 553

5) Generate the hole perturbing the design variables in the 554

selected nodes. 555

A large value of ηselected ∈ [0, 1] can speed up the conver- 556

gence, but at the cost of increasing the probability of reaching 557

a non-optimal solution [87]. A MATLAB R© numerical imple- 558

mentation of the aforementioned logic for the compliance 559

minimization problem can be found at https://www. 560

topopt.mek.dtu.dk/. 561

4) PHASE-FIELD METHOD 562

The phase-field method is a variation of the standard level-set 563

approach aiming at regularizing the topology optimization 564

problem. In the phase-field approach the level-set function 565

is re-defined as [89], [90] 566
0 < φ(x) ≤ 1 ∀x ∈ �\0
φ(x) = 0 ∀x ∈ 0
−1 ≤ φ(x) < 0 ∀x ∈ D\0,

(38) 567

and the regularization is achieved adding a fictitious interface 568

energy term to the objective function, that is 569

F̄(φ) = F(φ)+
∫
D
ε||∇φ||2d�︸ ︷︷ ︸

fictitious interface energy

. (39) 570

This means that the design domain is subdivided into two 571

sub-regions where the phase state is ‘‘1’’ for the material 572

region, ‘‘-1’’ for the void region and the diffusion region 573

−1 < φ < 1 in a layer of thickness ε [91], [92]. 574

5) BI-DIRECTIONAL EVOLUTIONARY STRUCTURAL 575

TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZATION 576

The Bi-directional Evolutionary Structural Topology Opti- 577

mization (BESO) is an evolutionary method developed by 578

Querin et al. in 1998 [93], dealing with binary design vari- 579

ables. In classical Evolutionary Structural Optimization 580

(ESO), material can only be removed from the struc- 581

ture [94], while in Additive Evolutionary Structural Optimi- 582

sation (AESO) algorithms, material can only be added [95]. 583

Conversely, BESO enables the bi-directional addition or 584

removal of material. 585

These algorithms in general belong to the class of hard- 586

kill methods, however as described in [41], the sensitivity 587

information ϕi can be used to change the elemental density 588

as 589

0 → 1 if ϕi > ϕthadd 590

1 → 0 if ϕi ≤ ϕthrem, (40) 591

where ϕthrem and ϕthadd are real numbers used as threshold 592

values to decide whether add or remove. 593
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6) TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZATION OF BINARY STRUCTURES594

APPROACH595

The Topology Optimization of Binary Structures (TOBS)596

method is a gradient-based optimization technique based on597

the binary design variable ρ ∈ {0, 1}, proposed by R. Sivapu-598

ram and R.Picelli [43]. Within the TOBS, the optimization599

problem is solved by means of sequential approximations,600

through linearization of objective and constraint functions.601

At the kth iteration, the problem to be solved is written as [44]602

Minimize
∂F(ρk )
∂ρ

·1ρk603

Subject to
∂Gi(ρk )
∂ρ

·1ρk ≤ 1Gi(ρk ) i ∈ [1,Ng]604

||1ρk ||1 ≤ βNd605

1ρkj ∈ {−ρ
k
j , 1− ρ

k
j } j ∈ [1,Nd ], (41)606

where NG is the number of constraints and Nd is the number607

of design variables. The number of flips 0, 1→ 1, 0 at each608

iteration is controlled by the parameter β ≤ 1, that is, only a609

fraction β of cells are allowed to change state. Due to the inte-610

ger nature of the design variables, the problem (41) is solved611

using Integer Linear Programming (ILP) [43]. As shown612

in [96], even if TOBS employs binary design variables, the613

sensitivities can be evaluated using a density-based approach,614

thus exploiting the techniques described in III-B.615

Recently, the TOBS method was applied for the compli-616

ance maximization of fluid structures [45], [46], [47], but617

up to now, to the author’s knowledge, not to electromagnetic618

problems.619

7) TWO-STEP TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZATION METHODS620

Two-step topology optimization method combine a global621

stochastic search algorithm with a local method based on622

sensitivity analysis. These algorithms were developed to623

overcome the poor performances of stochastic algorithms624

like the Genetic Algorithm (GA), in finding engineering-625

feasible designs at the end of the optimization procedure [48].626

To increase the efficiency in finding optimal topologies,627

a local search method based on sensitivities information is628

added giving rise to the following two-step algorithm:629

1) The first step coincides with the global search per-630

formed by the stochastic algorithm;631

2) The configuration achieved in the first step is further632

optimized usingmethods involving sensitivity analysis.633

In [48], the local search is performed evolving the mate-634

rial boundary using the level-set equation, while in [97] an635

approach involving only the Normalized Gaussian network636

(NGnet) basis functions both for global and local search is637

proposed.638

IV. GRADIENT-FREE METHODS639

In this section, the use of gradient-free methods avoiding640

the computationally expensive evaluation of objective func-641

tion sensitivities, is discussed for the TO of electromagnetic642

FIGURE 7. Basic flowchart of Differential Evolution algorithm.

devices. The section generally distinguishes between stochas- 643

tic IV-A and deterministic IV-B approaches. The novel 644

deep learning methods based on neural networks are briefly 645

described in section IV-C, followed by the recently proposed 646

proportional topology optimization (PTO) method IV-D for 647

solid mechanics. 648

A list of the described methods is reported in Table 2. 649

A. STOCHASTIC METHODS 650

The so-called stochastic approaches, which avoid the 651

computationally expensive calculation of objective function 652

sensitivity, such as Genetic Algorithm (GA), Differential 653

Evolution (DE), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Sim- 654

ulated Annealing (SA) and Bat algorithm were extensively 655

applied in literature for the design optimization of a wide 656

class of electromagnetic components [117], [118], [119], 657

[120], [121], [122], [123]. Just to summarize the algorith- 658

mic structure of one of these evolutionary approaches, the 659

flowchart of DE is illustrated in Fig. 7. In principle, these 660

algorithms belong to the class of hard-kill methods, where 661

the property of each material cell is changed heuristically. 662

In addition, restricting the space of design variables to the 663

binary case, algorithms can be also classified as ON/OFF 664

methods [72]. As an example, when dealing with mag- 665

netostatic problems for which the material can be chosen 666

among iron and air, ‘‘1’’ encode iron elements and ‘‘0’’ air 667

elements. 668

1) BOOLEAN METHODS 669

When dealing with binary search spaces as it is the case of 670

ON/OFF methods, the so-called boolean algorithms can be 671

adopted [98]. Referring to the scheme of Fig. 7, the opti- 672

mization begins with a random binary population of Np indi- 673

viduals, then the standard subtraction, addition, and multipli- 674

cation embedded in the algorithm blocks, are replaced with 675

the logical operators ‘‘XOR’’ (⊗), ‘‘OR’’ (⊕) and ‘‘AND’’ 676

(�) [99], [100]. As an example, defined with xGi ∈ RD
677

the ith population individual composed of D optimization 678

parameters at generation G, the typical mutation operator of 679

DE scheme 680

vG+1i = xGr1 + F(x
G
r2 − xGr3) (42) 681

for i = 1, . . . ,Np, is replaced with the following [124] 682

vG+1i = xGr1 � F ⊗ (xGr2 ⊗ xGr3), (43) 683

where r1 6= r2 6= r3 are randomly chosen and F is the 684

mutation factor. 685
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TABLE 2. List of gradient-free methods discussed.

2) BINARY METHODS686

In the class of binary methods we group all the methods687

that have the same algorithmic structure of the continuous688

versions, but for which the design variables defining the689

material property of each cell, later used for the field solution,690

lies in the binary space. Looking at the flowchart of Fig. 7 this691

can be achieved introducing for instance a sigmoid function692

f (x) = 1/[1+ exp(−x)] [101], [125] acting on each popula-693

tion individual xi, after the crossover step694

yi,j =

{
0 if U (0, 1) < f (xi,j)
1 otherwise,

(44)695

transforming the continuous design variables to discrete ones.696

Another approach based on the algorithmic structure of DE697

and preserving its benefits, relies in the definition of a prob-698

ability estimation operator starting from the mutated vec-699

tor (42) [102], [126]700

P(xG+1i,j ) = {1+ exp[−2b(MO− 0.5)/(1+ 2F)]}−1 ,701

(45)702

whereMO defines the mutated vector and b > 0 is the band-703

width factor. Applying the probability operator, the binary704

representation of the mutant vector vG+1i,j becomes705

vG+1i,j =

{
0 if U (0, 1) ≤ P(xG+1i,j )

1 otherwise.
(46)706

It is worth remembering that the advantage of ON/OFFmeth-707

ods relies in the fact that no ‘‘gray’’ regions are generated708

in the domain, however due to the random nature of the709

classical evolutionary algorithms, single spots of solid or710

empty material can appear in the design. This reflects the well711

known checkerboard-like situation characterizing the class of712

ON/OFF topology optimization problems [127].713

To circumvent this criticality, different approaches were714

presented in literature, most of these involving the inclusion715

of penalty regularization terms and techniques to guarantee 716

elements connectivity [103], [128]. Among them, wemention 717

the approaches applied to Immune Algorithms (IA) [104], 718

[105], [129], [130], [131] and microGA (µGA) algorithms, 719

with the latter recently applied for the topology optimization 720

of wireless power transfer (WPT) devices [132]. 721

3) NORMALIZED GAUSSIAN NETWORK METHODS 722

The Normalized Gaussian network (NGnet) introduced by 723

Sato et. al. in 2015 allows smooth shapes without introducing 724

additional filtering [106], [107]. Considering a finite ele- 725

ment discretization of the computational domain, the material 726

property g to be assigned to each mesh element is determined 727

by the value of the shape function f (x) defined as 728

f (x) =
∑Ng

i=1
wibi(x) 729

bi(x) = Gi(x)/
∑Ng

j=1
Gj(x) (47) 730

where Gi is the Gaussian function centered at the ith element 731

barycenter, bi is the ith normalized function and wi is the 732

ith weight. For the two-material case (e.g., iron and air), the 733

elemental material is expressed as [133] 734

g←

{
iron f (x) ≥ 0
air f (x) < 0,

(48) 735

but extensions are available also in multi-material prob- 736

lems [134]. The weight vector w = [w1, . . . ,wNg] is deter- 737

mined by an evolutionary algorithm (e.g.,µGA) in such away 738

the optimization problem (1) is satisfied. That is, the original 739

problem becomes a parametric optimization problem [132]. 740

An illustrative example of the procedure determining the 741

shape function f (x), is shown in Fig. 8. 742

When the genetic algorithm is used as search tool, the 743

initial configuration may have a high number of non-survival 744

individuals [110], thus increasing the computational cost of 745

the method as stated in [111]. 746
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FIGURE 8. Example of NGnet procedure over a 2D domain discretized
with 16 regular quadrilateral elements. Gaussians Gi (x) are shown in (a),
two examples of their normalized version bi (x) in (b) and the shape
function f (x) from the weighted sum in (c). In the latter, elements label
with ‘‘ON’’ refers to f (x) ≥ 0 values, while those labelled with ‘‘OFF’’ to
f (x) < 0.

B. DETERMINISTIC METHODS747

In this section, we briefly discuss the deterministic (direct748

search) gradient-free methods for TO. Starting from a can-749

didate point solution, the direct search algorithm find the750

best points within a set around the starting one, for which751

the objective function is lowered. The search directions are752

not stochastic and can be retrieved using line search meth-753

ods, simplex methods (e.g, Nelder-Mead), simplex gradients754

methods and so on [135].755

For TO a direct search method is usually used in symbiosis756

with a stochastic method thus defining hybrid algorithms.757

In such cases the deterministic method plays the role of758

local search, while the stochastic one is used for the global759

search [108], [136]. An example of flowchart of hybrid760

stochastic-deterministic algorithm can be seen in Fig. 9.761

From the author’s knowledge, its seems that electromag-762

netic TO literature discusses these approaches in a little exten-763

sive way.764

C. DEEP LEARNING METHODS765

In recent years, deep learning techniques gained great interest766

for the optimization of electromagnetic devices [109]. Due767

to the stochastic nature of evolutionary methods like GA,768

the topology optimization based solely on these techniques769

suffers from high computational costs since every objective770

function (fitness) evaluation requires the solution of an elec-771

tromagnetic problem. Machine learning techniques trained772

with the data generated by the electromagnetic simulations,773

were used to obtain surrogate models with the aim of speed-774

ing up the computations. In this setting, surrogate models775

based on Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) [137], [138],776

[139], [140], [141], Kriging methods [142], [143], response777

surface methods [144], and Space Mapping methods [145]778

have been built, even for multi-objective problems [146],779

[147], [148].780

A particular subclass of ANNs, usually applied in781

computer vision, called Convolutional Neural Networks782

(CNNs) [149] has recently gained particular attention due to783

its capability in dealing with huge number of design variables784

FIGURE 9. Schematic flowchart of TO using hybrid
stochastic-deterministic method where Nc is the number of cells and
Q1 the number of major cycles. Following [108], GA can be used as
stochastic method and the deterministic Nelder-Mead for the local
search.

(for example in real problems where the mesh has million 785

of degrees of freedom) [150]. CNNs were applied to a large 786

class of electromagnetic problems, showing their general 787

capabilities [110], [111], [112], [113], [114], [115]. 788

D. PROPORTIONAL TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZATION METHOD 789

The Proportional Topology Optimization (PTO) is an heuris- 790

tic non-sensitivity based method for solid mechanics applica- 791

tions proposed by Biyikli and To [116]. Even in this method, 792

the material property is interpolated according to the MIS 793

approach (17), while the elemental densities during the itera- 794

tion procedure are updated as 795

ρe(k + 1) = αρe(k)+ (1− α)ρopte , (49) 796

where ρopte is the optimized density proportional to the objec- 797

tive function, and α is a history parameter controlling the ratio 798

of dependence of elemental density to its older value from the 799

previous iteration [116]. 800

With the focus of increasing robustness and capability of 801

approaching binary distributions, some improvements have 802

been recently proposed [151]. 803

A MATLAB R© implementation of the PTO algorithm 804

applied to classical solid mechanics examples is available 805

at http://www.ptomethod.org/. Up to now, to the 806

author’s knowledge, this method has not been used for the 807

topology optimization of electromagnetic devices. 808

V. OTHER METHODS 809

Since the research on TO for electromagnetics is rapidly 810

evolving, a variety of approacheswere developed in the recent 811
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years, and some of them are summarized in this section.812

In [152] the Allen-Cahn equation is used to update the design813

variables using the phase-field method of section III-C4.814

In [153] a method based on the α − β Swap Move theorem815

to improve the hole generation capability of boundary-based816

TO methods (e.g., the level-set described in III-C3) is pro-817

posed. In [154] the min-cut theorem is used to define818

a new methodology for 3D problems. A two-step algo-819

rithm for multi-material problems coupling the combina-820

torial optimization for the global search with the variable821

design region method [155] for the local search is proposed822

in [156]. A hybrid parametric and topology optimization823

algorithm to optimize both the shape of the magnet and824

the flux barriers of a permanent magnet motor is proposed825

in [157]. The Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) in com-826

bination with the hybrid parametric-topology optimization827

is proposed in [158] for the design of permanent magnet828

motors. The Gabor filtering technique, alternative to the829

NGnet approach of section IV-A3, usually adopted in image830

processing, is applied in [159]. The geometry projection831

method using elementary bars parametrized by the location832

of the endpoints of its medial axis, is applied in [160] for the833

optimization of a WPT device.834

Finally, it is worth mentioning that high frequency electro-835

magnetic problems can be tackled with novel methodologies,836

such as the one described in [161], using the Characteristic837

Mode Analysis (CMA).838

VI. RESULTS839

In this section, numerical results obtained with selectedmeth-840

ods described in the previous sections are reported. The first841

test case compares gradient and non-gradient methods for the842

design of a magnetic actuator.843

For the gradient-based method, the SIMP and level-set844

approaches are selected, due to their known applicability in845

electromagnetic TO. In addition, the novel TOBS approach846

is also investigated. It is worth noting that, up to the author’s847

knowledge, this is the first time that TOBS is used for elec-848

tromagnetic TO.849

Concerning the choice of the selected gradient-free850

approaches, the standard Binary-DE algorithm is selected as851

it is an example of a basic and naive approach. Then, due to852

the poor capabilities of the standard Binary-DE of ensuring853

structural connectivity and to mitigate the checkerboards pat-854

tern, a modified version with added topology constraints is855

also adopted. As expected, this modified Binary-DE shows856

much better performances but it looses generality since the857

required modifications and the added constraints are highly858

problem-dependent and cannot be always applied in general859

TO optimization. Lastly, the novel deep learning-based Self-860

directed Online Learning Optimization (SOLO) method is861

used since it is a promising method to reduce the number of862

function evaluations required by stochastic gradient-free TO.863

The second test-case compares the novel TOBS approach864

and SIMP method for the TO of the ferrite domain in a865

standard WPT1-Z1 device for wireless power transfer. This866

FIGURE 10. 2D layout of magnetic actuator retrieved from [35]. The
armature have µr = 2000, while the ferrite core µr = 1000. The relative
permeability of the design domain can be µmin

r = 1 or µmax
r = 1000. The

current density in the coil is 2 A/mm2.

example is chosen to show the capability of the proposed 867

approaches of treating 3D non-trivial geometries which will 868

be of great interest for future industrial applications. 869

A. MAGNETIC ACTUATOR 870

The 2D linear magnetic actuator showed in Fig. 10 is used 871

as a benchmark to compare the selected TO approaches. 872

In such test case the goal of the topology optimization is 873

the maximisation of the magnetic energyWm in the objective 874

function domain, while keeping the amount of ferrite material 875

in the design domain D below a fraction Vfrac = 0.6 of the 876

full design domain 877

find W ∗m = maxWm :=
1
2

∫
J · Ad� 878

s.t.
Vferrite
VD

≤ Vfrac. (50) 879

In the following sections some selected gradient-based III 880

and gradient-free IV approaches are used to solve prob- 881

lem (50) and the results are compared. The objective function 882

improvement is measured with the following metric 883

Objective Increase = log10

(
W ∗m −W

0
m

W 0
m

)
, (51) 884

where W 0
m is the magnetic energy when the whole design 885

domain is filled with ferrite. 886

1) GRADIENT-BASED RESULTS 887

Due to their general interest and wide application, 888

even in electromagnetics, the density based III-C2 and 889

level-set III-C3 approaches are used to solve TO problem. 890

Moreover, the novel TOBS method III-C6 which to the 891

author’s knowledge, has not yet been used in electromag- 892

netics, is considered. The density-based approach is imple- 893

mented in COMSOL R© under the topology optimization node 894

and the classical MIS approach (17) used for the material 895

interpolation. Then, then minimization problem is solved 896

using the Method of Moving Asymptotes (MMA) [162]. 897

The developed level-set method combines COMSOL R© with 898

MATLAB R© environments. The physics is solved within 899

COMSOL R©, while the optimization proceeds in MATLAB 900
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TABLE 3. Gradient-based TO methods comparison.

FIGURE 11. Final material distributions achieved by the different
gradient-based methods under examination: SIMP (a), TOBS (b),
Level-Set (c). The color bar refers to the value of the relative permeability.

R© following the code which uses RBFs for the time evolution901

of the level-set function [81].902

The TO scheme using TOBS is described in the paper by903

R. Picelli et al. [163] and uses COMSOL R© for the physical904

and sensitivity analyses in combination with MATLAB R© for905

the optimization problem. Here, the binary elemental den-906

sities are evolved using Integer Linear Programming (ILP).907

An online repository demonstrating TOBS approach for908

structural mechanics, is available at https://github.909

com/renatopicelli/tobs.910

Optimization results are reported in Table 3 and the final911

material distribution is illustrated in Fig. 11.912

2) GRADIENT-FREE RESULTS913

Here, the Binary-DE (BDE) IV-A2 and deep learning914

approach IV-C are considered to solve problem (50).915

AMATLAB R© script for the BDE was implemented based916

on the continuous algorithm, and converted to ON/OFF917

method through a sigmoid function. Here, only the vol-918

ume constraint is added without domain connectivity check.919

A BDE with the improved capability of satisfy both volume920

constraint and domain connectivity in the same fashion of921

µGA described in [103], is coded in MATLAB R©.922

Lastly, the recently developed Self-directed Online Learn-923

ing Optimization (SOLO) [164], based on deep learn-924

ing method IV-C, was used. SOLO uses a Deep Neural925

Network (DNN) to reduce the objective function evalua-926

tions, thus requiring less computational effort. An online927

repository of the SOLO method with some explana-928

tory examples using COMSOL R© plus MATLAB R© and929

Python scripts, is available at https://github.com/930

deng-cy/deep_learning_topology_opt. For the931

field solution and thus the objective function evaluation,932

TABLE 4. Gradient-free TO methods comparison.

FIGURE 12. Final material distributions achieved by the different
gradient-free methods under examination: Binary-DE (a), µGA (b),
SOLO (c). The color bar refers to the value of the relative permeability.

TABLE 5. WPT1-Z1 device parameters.

proprietary FEMMATLAB R© scripts are used to speed-up the 933

computation bypassing communication with COMSOL R©. 934

The number of iterations of standard and constrained DBE 935

are selected as Gmax = 100 and the number of individuals 936

Np = 100, thus the number of objective function evaluations 937

is Gmax × Np = 104. The proposed SOLO method is based 938

on the binary version available at the linked repository and 939

runs for 100 algorithm iterations with 10 additional training 940

samples for a total of 103 objective function evaluations. 941

The results are reported in Table 4 and the final material 942

distribution illustrated in Fig. 12. 943

B. WPT1-Z1 DEVICE 944

The wireless power transfer device termed as WPT1-Z1, 945

according to the description provided by the SAE interna- 946

tional standard [165], is here considered as 3D test case. 947

Referring to Fig. 13, the design domain D lies below the 948

Ground Assembly (GA) coil. There, the relative magnetic 949

permittivity is the subject of topology optimization, that is 950

µr ∈ {1, µFE }. The geometrical parameters are reported in 951

Table 5. 952

The topology optimization aims at maximising the cou- 953

pling coefficient k , while keeping the amount of ferrite below 954
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FIGURE 13. CAD view of WP1-Z1 3D device. Due to symmetry, only a
quarter of the design is shown. The design domain D highlighted in red,
correspond to the ferrite in the Ground Assembly (GA). GA and Vehicle
Assembly (VA) coils are colored in cyan and green, respectively, while gray
parts are aluminum shielding.

TABLE 6. Results for WPT1-Z1 TO.

half of the volume of the design domain, i.e.,955

find k∗ = max k :=
M

√
LGALVA

956

Vferrite
VD

≤ Vfrac = 0.5, (52)957

where M is the mutual inductance between GA and VA958

coils and LGA, LVA their self-inductances. The problem is959

firstly solved with the TOBS method (Sec. III-C6), using960

combined COMSOL R© plus MATLAB R© algorithms and the961

obtained ferrite topology is illustrated in Fig. 14. Even if962

TOBS produces binary design variables, for graphical reasons963

and for direct comparison with the continuous approach, the964

material property is linearly interpolated. As a comparison,965

the SIMP method III-C2 fully developed within COMSOL R©
966

Multiphysics software is used to solve the problem and the967

final ferrite topology reported in Fig. 15. Table 6 summarizes968

the numerical results. There, the objective increase percent-969

age is computed with respect to the case of fully-filled ferrite970

design domain, which has k = 0.3619. The TOBS approach971

increases the objective function to k∗ = 0.4071 after 18 iter-972

ations, while SIMP results in k∗ = 0.4123 after 18 iterations973

of MMA. In the latter case, due to the continuous nature974

of the design variable ρ, the value of the relative permit-975

tivity is intrinsically spread over the interval [1, µFE ] and976

post-processing is required to cut the final layout.977

VII. DISCUSSION978

The information carried by the sensitivity of the objective979

function highly increases the capability of gradient-based980

approaches of obtaining good results after few objective981

function evaluations, as reported in Table 3. However, these982

approaches may become extremely costly and intrusive from983

the computational point of view since they require the deriva-984

tive of the system matrix. If the analytical expression of the985

derivative is not available, this may be evaluated using the986

finite difference method by adding a small perturbation to987

FIGURE 14. Top view of final ferrite topology obtained with the TOBS
method. TOBS deals with binary ρ but for graphical reasons the achieved
material distribution is linearly interpolated. Light blue area represents
GA coil. The color bar refers to the value of the relative permeability.

FIGURE 15. Top view of final ferrite topology obtained with the
COMSOL R© density method using the SIMP approach with α = 5. Light
blue area represents GA coil. The color bar refers to the value of the
relative permeability.

the design variable [55], thus requiringmultiple constructions 988

of the system of equations. When a density method is used 989

(e.g., SIMP), the selection of MIS function penalizing the 990

material property, is extremely important to reduce numerical 991

instabilities. In addition, when the objective function exhibits 992

many local minima, these approaches may remain stuck and 993

the true global minimum may not be reached. The latter 994

is a well-known problem when dealing with gradient-based 995

optimization techniques. 996

To overcome this issues gradient-free approaches may be 997

adopted IV. As highlighted in the test-case results of Table 4, 998

one of the main disadvantages of these methods is the high 999

number of objective function evaluations, which depend on 1000

the population size. Reducing the population size in general 1001

may produce non-satisfactory results thus this approach can- 1002

not be followed to improve the performances. Due to the 1003

stochastic nature of these approaches it is difficult to ensure 1004

domain connectivity or avoid checkerboards layouts, and the 1005

situation is even worse in cases of final topologies where mul- 1006

tiply disconnected components are generated. As expected, 1007
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the naive DE approach fails to find a connected structure and1008

the checkerboard pattern is highly evident. To overcome this1009

issue, the user can ensure the connectivity between selected1010

parts using specific techniques, but this approach is extremely1011

problem dependent and unfeasible in cases when no prior1012

information is known on the final topology. An example1013

for this can be found in the WPT TO of [132] where the1014

final layout may have different disconnected components.1015

If the TO has to result in a single domain, a structurally1016

feasible layout can be ensured coupling the electromagnetic1017

TO optimization with a structural one, as shown in [166].1018

The higher number of objective function evaluations1019

required by gradient-free approaches may be reduced using1020

novel deep learning approaches, for example the tested SOLO1021

method. As stated in [164], SOLO is able to drastically reduce1022

the number of objective function evaluations. When the eval-1023

uation of objective function becomes computationally expen-1024

sive due to the solution of the underlying system of equations,1025

the possibility of reducing its evaluation is extremely impor-1026

tant, even at the cost of increasing the computational time.1027

Lastly we highlight the fact that, in general, the1028

gradient-free methods can be used more easily for multi-1029

objective optimizations.1030

VIII. CONCLUSION1031

A survey on Topology Optimization (TO) methods for1032

electromagnetic applications is proposed. The state-of-art1033

approaches already used in electromagnetics are reviewed1034

together with novel techniques recently developed for1035

mechanical and fluid-dynamics problems.1036

The paper follows the general distinction between1037

gradient-based and gradient-free methods. Although numer-1038

ical TO is highly problem dependent, so that it is difficult1039

to assert that an approach is better or worse than another,1040

a simple 2D example of magnetic actuator and a realistic 3D1041

example of wireless power transfer device are considered as1042

benchmarks for the selected methods. The test-case is used1043

to analyze the different aspects of the proposed approaches,1044

with the purpose of highlighting general pros and cons of the1045

gradient-based and gradient-free techniques.1046

From a practical perspective of a potential user that should1047

choose most suited optimization method, a trade-off between1048

generality, computational burden, and manufacturability of1049

the final result should be considered. For instance, if the1050

‘‘gray scales’’ are not a problem, the standard density-based1051

approach III-C2 can be preferred, due to its implementation1052

within commercial software, thus simplifying the application1053

of TO techniques in the industrial world. If a clear transition1054

boundary between the material is needed, the user has to1055

choose ON/OFF optimization methods. In this respect the1056

novel gradient-based TOBS method, which uses concepts1057

of standard density-based techniques but is based on binary1058

design variables, seems to be very interesting. Unfortunately,1059

the computation of sensitivities may represent a major lim-1060

itation of this approach due to its intrusive nature and more1061

involving computational skills are required by the user unless1062

the algorithm is coupled with commercial software that 1063

already implement the computation of sensitivity maps. 1064

If the sensitivity of the objective function is extremely 1065

costly from the computational viewpoint, a gradient-free 1066

approach may be preferred due to its simplicity, requiring 1067

only objective function evaluation. With these methods some 1068

forethought must be used to ensure domain connectivity, 1069

thus avoiding checkerboards patterns. Moreover, when using 1070

stochastic-based methods, the number of objective function 1071

evaluations is highly increased with respect to gradient-based 1072

ones.When the evaluation of objective function becomes very 1073

costly from the computational point-of-view, as is the case of 1074

large systems of equations, the novel approaches using neural 1075

networks can be adopted to reduce the computational burden 1076

through the creation of surrogate models. 1077
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